HOW TO IDENTIFY A CENSUS TAKER

To Ensure EVERYONE is counted, census takers are visiting households that have not yet responded to the 2020 Census to collect their responses in person.

- **PPE MASK**: All Census takers are required to wear a PPE mask.
- **2020 CENSUS BADGE**: Census employees will possess an authentic work badge with logo and employee's name.
- **2020 CENSUS PHONE**: Census employees will possess an iPhone® with Census logo on back.
- **U.S. CENSUS TOTE BAG**: Census employees will carry a tote bag with the Census logo on it.

**NOTICE OF VISIT**: If no one is home, census takers will leave a Notice of Visit with info on how to respond.

Respond TODAY at MY2020CENSUS.GOV
1-844-330-2020 (English) or 1-844-468-2020 (Spanish)